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Abstract

In global models of the atmosphere convection is parameterised, since the typical scale
of this process is smaller than the model resolution. Here we address some of the
uncertainties arising from the selection of different algorithms to simulate this process.
Four different parameterisations for atmospheric convection, all used in state-of-the-5

art models, are implemented in the model system ECHAM5/MESSy for a consistent
inter-comparison and evaluation against observations. Relatively large differences are
found in the simulated precipitation patterns, whereas simulated water vapour columns
distributions are quite similar and close to observations. The effects on the hydrological
cycle and on the simulated meteorological conditions are discussed.10

1 Introduction

The adequate treatment of convection in computer models of the Earth’s atmosphere
is one of the major uncertainties in weather and climate simulations (Randall et al.,
2003). Convection is crucial for the stabilisation of the atmosphere, and for the ver-
tical redistribution of energy, water vapour and chemical species throughout the tro-15

posphere. It characterises large circulation systems (e.g., Hadley and Walker circu-
lation) and indirectly influences the dynamics of the stratosphere through the trigger-
ing of gravity waves. Within the Inner Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) convection
largely determines the daily weather. Only in high resolution models with grid sizes of
about 1 km×1 km it is possible to resolve individual clouds, while in all other models,20

especially in contemporary general circulation models (GCMs), convection must be
described with the help of parameterisations. Considerable efforts in parameterising
convection have been undertaken in the last decades (Arakawa, 2004, and references
therein). Consequently, a large variety of convection schemes is available and ap-
plied in GCMs. They are often based on different assumptions, (e.g. Arakawa and25

Schubert, 1974; Kuo, 1974; Tiedtke, 1989; Hack, 1994; Zhang and McFarlane, 1995;
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Emanuel and Zivkovic-Rothman, 1999; Donner et al., 2001; Bechtold et al., 2001; Lin
and Neelin, 2002; Nober and Graf, 2005), each of them having strengths and weak-
nesses (Arakawa, 2004). The so-called ’super-parameterisation’ approach (Grabowski
and Smolarkiewicz, 1999; Grabowski, 2004) might overcome some of the weaknesses
(Randall et al., 2003), but since significantly more computational effort is required,5

hence application in atmospheric chemistry general circulation models (AC-GCM) is
not feasible. It is important to analyse the influence of convection schemes on the
simulated climate system. Inter-comparisons of convection schemes in the past have
mostly been accomplished with single column models (e.g. Ghan et al., 2000; Xie et al.,
2002) and focused on specific conditions. According to Randall et al. (1996) this has10

the advantage of limited amounts of data (for both models and observations) to be com-
pared and an easier identification and separation of individual effects. However, single
column studies provide only limited information on the impact of a convection scheme
in a GCM, in which basically all atmospheric conditions occur. Anyhow, convection
parameterisations mainly address the influence of the convective activity on the larger15

circulation, while associated processes like mass-balancing subsidence are described
in less detail in most of the present parameterisations. In reality convective events can
be organised into larger systems (mesoscale convective systems) (Houze, jr., 2004).
This self-organisation cannot be simulated with most of the present convection param-
eterisations, even though some approaches to include such effects have already been20

undertaken (e.g. Donner et al., 2001; Nober and Graf, 2005). Only few previous com-
parisons of convection schemes focusing on the global scale impact have been accom-
plished. A study by Lee et al. (2003) for idealised (aqua-planet) and realistic conditions
concluded large differences between the individual parameterisations. Mahowald et al.
(1997) investigated the influence of different convection schemes on tracer transport25

in a chemistry transport model (CTM), although they used different input data for their
simulations. Therefore the discrepancies between the different results cannot solely
be attributed to the influence of the convection parameterisation. Furthermore the in-
fluences of the selected scheme on the dynamics and climate cannot be addressed
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in a transport model driven by offline-computed meteorological data. In this study four
different convection parameterisations are implemented in a GCM, accounting for feed-
backs on the simulated meteorology. In Sect. 2 the model and the convection schemes
are briefly described; an overview about the simulation setup is given in Sect. 3. The
results in Sect. 4 are subdivided into two parts: in 4.1 we present the influences on the5

hydrological cycle, and in 4.2 we analyse the impacts on the simulated meteorology.
Our conclusions are given in Sect. 5. The main focus of this study is an analysis of
the influences of the convection schemes on the simulated meteorological conditions
of present-day climate and the hydrological cycle. An accurate description of the water
distribution is important for many processes in the atmosphere including the chem-10

istry. An accurate chemical weather forecast is only possible if the hydrological cycle
is well represented by the model. In comparison with climate modelling with a focus
on statistical results, in atmospheric chemistry modelling it is particularly important to
accurately simulate the seasonal precipitation and the inter-annual variability.

2 Model description15

2.1 Atmospheric chemistry GCM

The AC-GCM ECHAM5/MESSy system combines the GCM ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al.,
2006; Hagemann et al., 2006; Wild and Roeckner, 2006) (version 5.3.01) and MESSy
(version 1.1), the Modular Earth Submodel System (Jöckel et al., 2005). ECHAM5 cal-
culates the atmospheric flow in spectral representation with the prognostic variables20

vorticity, divergence, temperature, the logarithm of the surface pressure, specific hu-
midity, cloud water, and cloud ice. The processes of radiation and cloud microphysics
are parameterised. In the vertical a hybrid pressure coordinate system is applied.
Advection is calculated with the Lin and Rood (1996) algorithm. The processes of
large-scale condensation (cloud and precipitation formation) are calculated based on25

work of Lohmann and Roeckner (1996) and Tompkins (2002). The detailed descrip-
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tion of the physical processes can be found in the ECHAM5 documentation (Roeckner
et al., 2003, 2004). MESSy is described by Jöckel et al. (2005), and the first application
of ECHAM5/MESSy as AC-GCM including a more detailed model description is pre-
sented in Jöckel et al. (2006). At present MESSy contains submodels for atmospheric
chemistry, transport, their feedback on the meteorology, and diagnostic tools.5

2.2 Convection parameterisations

ECHAM5 includes the convection parameterisation of Tiedtke (1989) in three different
configurations:

– The Tiedtke (1989) scheme with modifications by Nordeng (1994) (further de-
noted as T1). This scheme is used as the default convection parameterisation.10

– The original Tiedtke (1989) scheme without any modifications (denoted as T2).

– The original Tiedtke (1989) scheme with a so-called hybrid closure (further de-
noted as T3).

For this study, these schemes have been extracted from ECHAM5, recoded according
to the MESSy standard and equipped with a flexible interface, and three additional15

convection schemes have been included via the same interface:

– the convection parameterisation of the operational ECMWF model (IFS cycle
29r1b, further denoted as EC) (Bechtold et al., 2004, and references therein),
which is a further development of the Tiedtke (1989) scheme;

– the Zhang-McFarlane-Hack scheme (Zhang and McFarlane, 1995; Hack, 1994)20

(ZH) as applied in the MATCH model (Rasch et al., 1997; Lawrence et al., 1999);

– the scheme of Bechtold et al. (2001), further denoted as B.
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All convection parameterisations have been implemented in the modularised ap-
proach of MESSy. The interface collects the required input data from the base model
(GCM) and returns the results of the convection calculations back to the GCM.

Although (in theory) several convection schemes can be run in parallel, only one at
the same time can be coupled back to the model physics and influence the simulated5

meteorology.
Since the individual convection schemes are well documented in detail in the litera-

ture, here we only briefly review the major differences. All schemes follow the mass-flux
approach (e.g. Arakawa and Schubert, 1974), which describes convection by an en-
semble of subgrid-scale clouds modifying the equations for the large-scale budget of10

the environmental dry static energy s̄ and the specific humidity q̄ (s=cpT+gz, account-
ing for the enthalpy (specific heat capacity cp times temperature T ) and the potential
energy (gravitational acceleration g times altitude z)). The bar denotes the average of
a state variable.

A summary of the major differences referring to some of the key processes of the15

parameterisations is listed in Table 1. The closure assumption for deep convection of
all schemes is based on the convective available potential energy (CAPE), except for
the original Tiedtke scheme in which moisture convergence is assumed. However, the
formulation of the CAPE differs slightly, e.g. by using the virtual temperature (T1, EC),
the virtual potential temperature (ZH), the equivalent potential temperature and taking20

into account the liquid water fraction for the CAPE calculation (B). The entrainment
is mainly turbulent, while in the Tiedtke (1989) scheme organised entrainment is also
assumed. All schemes use different entrainment parameters.

The closure assumption for the shallow convection is quite different, ranging from
moisture convergence (T) or CAPE (B) to more physical process descriptions, e.g.,25

using boundary layer parameters for the EC scheme (Grant and Brown, 1999).
A further difference, which appeared to be important in convection parameterisation

comparisons (e.g. Xie et al., 2002), is the trigger criterion, ranging from constant tem-
perature differences (T1, T2, T3, ZH) to approaches which use calculated or estimated
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updraft velocities (EC, B).
Furthermore, the simplified microphysics description including condensation and

precipitation formation differs widely.
Table 1 is far from being complete; however, it indicates that even though the same

basic approach is applied, the schemes are substantially different. For a more detailed5

description of the convection schemes we refer to the original articles.

3 Simulation setup

Several simulations with the different convection parameterisations have been per-
formed at a model resolution of T42 with 31 vertical levels up to 10 hPa. The sea
surface temperature (SST) has been prescribed with data from the AMIP database.10

Climatological monthly average SST (1995–2000) is used for the simulated years.
The simulation period spans 6 years after 3 months of spin-up.
The initial state is derived from ERA40 data (October 1994). For the data analy-

sis the three months spin-up are ignored. To address the response of the simulated
meteorology no data assimilation has been applied. However, consequently this sim-15

ulation setup does not take into account the actual, specific meteorology of the simu-
lated years, and the observations cannot be expected to be completely matched by the
model results.

For all simulations the same executable is used, switching between the different
convection parameterisations via a FORTRAN90 namelist. The simulations performed20

for this study are listed in Table 2.

4 Results

It is important to note that no tuning of the model system has been applied, i.e., param-
eters of the radiation routines which are coupled to the convection parameterisation
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(e.g., via the simulated convective cloud top height) are the same in all simulations.
Nevertheless, the alternative convection schemes modify the distribution of the cou-
pling parameters compared to the default convection scheme. This aspect and the
altered hydrological cycle affects the simulated meteorology and can force the system
into another state. However, a drift in temperature, humidity, precipitation, soil moisture5

or the radiation budgets has not been detected in any of the simulations of this study.

4.1 Hydrological cycle

In this section the hydrological cycle, including precipitation, the moisture content of the
atmosphere, and the evaporation is analysed. The first two quantities are compared
with observations from global datasets.10

4.1.1 Precipitation

Since it is difficult to “observe” the precipitation that is produced by convection alone,
and because in the model the convection scheme interacts with the large-scale cloud
scheme, the total precipitation fluxes consisting of large-scale and convective rain and
snow are compared.15

Observational dataset

The results of the individual model simulations are compared with data from the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP).

This dataset has been compiled from observations from rain-gauges and satellite
data. It is described in detail by Huffman et al. (1997). The applied version 2 of20

the dataset is presented by Adler et al. (2003). For comparison, other observational
datasets have been analysed, i.e. the CMAP (Xie and Arkin, 1997) and the HOAPS
(Grassl et al., 2000) database. Since the CMAP data also contains modelling results
and the HOAPS data lacks a full global coverage (data only over the oceans), the
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GPCP data has been selected for a detailed comparison of the model results with ob-
servations. The differences between the individual datasets are much smaller than the
differences to the model results and the deviations of the individual simulations.

Since there is some inter-annual variability, especially due to the El Niño event in
1997/1998, which is not captured accurately with climatological SSTs, only the multi-5

year average values of the years 1995 to 2000 are used for comparison with the simu-
lation results.

Zonal average

In Fig. 1 the seasonal cycle of the zonal average precipitation is shown.
For all seasons the overall shape of the simulated precipitation patterns agrees well10

with the observations, for example the maximum precipitation in the tropics, two sec-
ondary maxima in the Northern and Southern Hemispheric storm tracks, and minima
in the subtropics and the polar regions.

However, the absolute values of the maxima differ significantly, partly overestimating
precipitation by up to 20%–30% (T1, B2), whereas others capture the absolute value15

within ±5% (ZH, ZHW) or underestimate the observed maximum by up to 20% (EC,
EC2).

For boreal winter all simulations show a minimum in the Southern Hemisphere
around 30◦ S which is less distinct in the observations. The maximum in the tropics
shows a double-peaked shape in the observations as well as in most of the simu-20

lations (not T1, ZH, ZHW). However, in the observations the southern peak is more
pronounced, whereas in most of the simulations the Northern maximum is higher.

T1 significantly overestimates the maximum and it is much broader compared to
most of the other simulations. The Northern Hemisphere is captured reasonably well
with only small differences between the specific simulations.25

For boreal spring again the largest differences occur in the tropics. While EC and
EC2 both underestimate the absolute zonal average value, T1, T2, T3, B1, and B2
overestimate it, partly by more than 30%. ZH and ZHW perform best for the zonal av-
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erage. Between 35◦ N and 70◦ N the simulated values differ substantially, being higher
than the observed values north of 40◦ N. The EC, EC2, ZH and ZHW simulations fail to
capture this secondary maximum in the Northern storm tracks at around 38◦ N, though
calculate it further north.

For boreal summer the differences are most pronounced, both in the tropics and in5

the extra-tropics. First, all simulations overestimate the secondary maximum in the
southern hemispheric storm tracks, and also in the Northern Hemisphere a similar
feature occurs. The absolute values in the tropics are strongly overestimated by the
Tiedtke and the Bechtold simulations. On the other hand the ECMWF scheme and
the Zhang-McFarlane-Hack scheme tend to underestimate the maximum values in the10

ITCZ. Most simulations produce a precipitation peak around 30◦ N. This is related to
the steep orography of the Himalaya and the Tibetan plateau, as can be seen in Fig. 2,
for which the rainfall is substantially overestimated.

For boreal autumn the situation is similar to the spring. The southern storm tracks
maximum is located too far north in all simulations, similar to that in the Northern Hemi-15

sphere. Another difference is that in most simulations (not T1 and ZHW) high precip-
itation values are calculated around 5◦ S, which are not observed. T1 substantially
overestimates the precipitation in the tropics.

Annual average

The observed and simulated annual average horizontal global precipitation distribution20

is analysed in Fig. 2. As indicated by Fig. 1 the main rainfall patterns are simulated
in agreement with the observations. However, in some simulations significant regional
deviations from the observed values occur. Since the differences in the spatial distri-
bution between EC and EC2, and B1 and B2, respectively, are small, only one of each
group is shown here, namely EC and B2.25

All simulations overestimate the precipitation over the continents in the tropics and in
the southern storm tracks. Except for the EC simulations, all convection schemes have
a severe problem in the Himalaya/Tibet region (mainly during summer, cf. Fig. 1). This
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has also been identified during the evaluation of the hydrological cycle of the ECHAM5
model (Hagemann et al., 2006) and has been associated with problems arising from
steep orography. A similar problem occurs over southern South America, where the
steep mountains of Patagonia lead to a high simulated precipitation rate which is not
observed.5

And finally, all simulations underestimate precipitation in the central Atlantic ITCZ.
The small modifications of T1 compared to T2 and T3 result in slightly different pre-

cipitation patterns. The regions with the largest deviations from the observations are
similar, i.e., a substantial overestimation of precipitation over the warm pool and the
South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ), west of the northern part of South America10

and in the continental westward outflow into the Pacific ITCZ, over Central Africa, and
Tibet. The large amount of precipitation in these regions leads to the overestimation in
the zonal averages shown in Fig. 1.

The largest overestimation in T1 is north and east of Indonesia, while in T2 and T3 it
is shifted westward over land, although the precipitation over Thailand, Vietnam, etc. is15

underestimated.
In the Northern Hemispheric mid-latitudes the differences to the observations are

only small in all Tiedtke simulations, except for the northern Pacific where T1 only
slightly, but T2 and T3 significantly underestimate the average rainfall.

The differences between T1 and T2 can be related mainly to the different closure20

assumption (CAPE versus moisture convergence) and the different entrainment formu-
lations. Most likely the different closure assumption causes the shifted precipitation
patterns, since the entrainment formulation mainly affects the height of the convective
clouds, whereas the closure determines the overall strength of the convective events.
The other processes are identical between the T1 and T2 simulation.25

The EC simulations are characterised by overall smaller differences to the observa-
tions. Some higher values occur in the Central Pacific (ITCZ, SPCZ), north of Mada-
gascar, and in the southern storm tracks. Over the tropical continents the differences
to the observations are small (positive in Central Africa, but negative in Indonesia and
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South America). With EC, the total amount of simulated precipitation is much closer to
the observed values in most regions, indicating a better performance with respect to
both, total amount and spatial distribution.

EC mainly differs from T1 with respect to the different trigger criterion, and the alter-
native description of the shallow convection. Consequently these process descriptions5

likely explain the differences with T1. The shallow convection in EC yields relatively
strong mass fluxes (Tompkins et al., 2004), which originate from a slightly different
formulation of the entrainment and result in a more effective mixing of the lower tro-
posphere and less transport of moisture into the middle and upper troposphere. In
contrast, the closure assumption and the microphysics are similar in EC and T.10

The ZH simulation is characterised by the strongest differences compared to the ob-
servations, i.e., a large overestimation over the tropical continents, especially Central
Africa, the northern part of South America, India, and the Himalaya/Tibet region, and
underestimation in parts of the tropical ITCZ over the ocean. Additionally, the simulated
precipitation in the northern Pacific is less than observed, while it is slightly overesti-15

mated in Canada and the northern USA.
The ZHW simulation, in which an additional evaporation of convective precipitation

in less cloudy areas is applied (Wilcox, 2003), leading to a better representation of
the hydrological cycle in the MATCH model (Lang and Lawrence, 2005a), results in
a reduction of the overestimation over the continents compared to ZH. On the other20

hand, over the ocean the same adjustment results in stronger underestimation. In
the mid-latitudes the differences are similar to those of the ZH simulation, since the
“Wilcox (2003) adjustment” affects only the Zhang-McFarlane part of the convection
parameterisation which is mainly relevant for deep tropical convection, while the Hack
part is more important in mid-latitude convection. In general it cannot be concluded25

that the precipitation distribution improves with this configuration compared to ZH.
The Bechtold simulations overall show an overestimation over, both, ocean and con-

tinents, most pronounced in the tropics, but also in the mid-latitudes. The patterns
are captured very well, however with a global average positive bias. Similar to most
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other simulations precipitation is significantly overestimated in the Himalaya/Tibet re-
gion. Furthermore, in central Africa and east of the African coast too strong rainfall is
calculated with this convection scheme.

Statistical analysis

In addition to the differences of the annual average precipitation, some statistical anal-5

ysis is performed using the GPCP observations for comparison. As already indicated
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 all simulations show on average a higher total precipitation amount
(as shown in Table 3), with the relative bias being largest (22.5%) for the B2 simulation.
The default model setup still overestimates the precipitation rate by 14.5%, while the
ZHW simulation is closest to the observations with respect to the daily average rainfall.10

The lowest de-biased root mean square error (RMSE) is found for the EC simulation,
which also shows the highest correlation with the GPCP pattern. The slope of the
linear regression is closest to unity for the Bechtold simulation, but the intercept shows
a substantial offset. This confirms that the distribution is captured quite well with this
model configuration, but shows a systematic positive bias.15

The fractionation into large-scale and convective precipitation is analysed in Table 4.
The T1 simulation shows the lowest fraction of convective precipitation with almost

half of the precipitation originating from convective events. For the other Tiedtke sim-
ulations this is higher by around 10%, with convective activity being more effective in
precipitation formation. The ratio is higher for the ECMWF convection scheme with20

almost 2/3 of the total precipitation produced by convective clouds. The high values of
the Zhang-McFarlane-Hack scheme seem unrealistic, although it must be considered
that the Hack part of the scheme is an adjustment scheme which tends to stabilise the
atmosphere. Therefore, high humidity values can lead to instabilities and consequently
trigger the convective adjustment which produces precipitation. For the large-scale25

cloud scheme this results in already reduced moisture and less precipitation formation
in this model configuration. This can be understood in sight of the applied operator
splitting technique, since the convection scheme is called before the large-scale cloud
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routines. In the simulation with the Bechtold scheme the convective fraction is similar
to the T2 and T3 simulations and slightly lower than with the ECMWF scheme.

4.1.2 Evaporation

Since there is no global evaporation dataset available due to its large heterogeneity,
only the average values between the individual simulations are compared. Further-5

more, the average precipitation is compared with the average evaporation to close the
hydrological cycle (Table 5).

For the T1 and T3 simulation the globally average annual evaporation completely
balances the precipitation, for T2 almost. Since the T1 model setup is ’tuned’ and the
physical process descriptions between T2, T3 and T1 do not differ much, this is to10

be expected. The simulations with the EC scheme show a slightly higher evaporation
than precipitation. However, a time series analysis of the soil moisture and the specific
humidity shows no drift into a higher or lower regime, and also it is not an issue caused
by the model spin-up. Consequently, the enhanced evaporation occurs over the quasi-
unlimited moisture reservoir of the oceans. As in the Tiedtke simulations, in the ZH15

and ZHW model configurations a near-balance is calculated, while in the simulations
using the Bechtold scheme the calculated precipitation is substantially higher than the
evaporation. For the latter scheme this can result from a modification of the scheme
as applied in this study. In the original scheme it is checked whether the mass of water
within the column is conserved before and after the call of the convection scheme, and20

in case of a difference the difference is uniformly distributed over all levels. However, in
the stratosphere with very low values of humidity this is not applicable. Therefore, it is
not the humidity, but the precipitation flux which is adjusted in this model configuration.
Consequently the discrepancies between evaporation and precipitation result from a
weakness of the scheme, i.e. it is not fully water mass conserving. Therefore, the25

results of the EC and B simulations must be analysed with care, and this imbalance
may lead to runaway drying or moistening of specific regions. However, in none of
the simulations such a feature occurs within the six years of the simulation period.
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Since these convection schemes are both applied in weather prediction models, less
emphasise is given in the schemes to mass conservation, since they are applied only
for limited time periods.

4.1.3 Water vapour content of the atmosphere

Since a detailed analysis of the three-dimensional water vapour distribution is beyond5

the scope of this study, only the total water vapour content (i.e., the integrated water
vapour column (IWVC)) of the atmosphere is compared to observations. Furthermore,
a comparison of the zonal average water vapour between five simulations is shown for
the upper troposphere - lower stratosphere (UTLS) region.

Observational dataset10

The global dataset of the IWVC originates from combined measurements of GOME
and SSM/I, presented by Lang and Lawrence (2005a,b). It starts in August 1995,
therefore, only data from January 1996 to December 2000 (5 years also fully covered
by the simulation period) are used for the analysis.

IWVC zonal average15

As can be seen in Fig. 3 the overall shape of the zonal average IWVC agrees very well
with the observations in all simulations.

On both hemispheres the gradient towards the equator is very similar. In boreal
winter the absolute values in the tropics are higher than the observations in the EC,
EC2, and ZHW simulation, while T1, T2, and T3 capture the maximum correctly. ZH,20

B1, and B2 all underestimate the absolute value in the tropics and show consequently
a less steep gradient towards the equator. Around 40◦ N the observed IWVC is lower
than the simulated in all setups.

In boreal summer the shape is very similar for all simulations in the tropics, again
with some overestimation in T1, T3, ZHW, EC, EC2, and underestimation in ZH, B225
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of ±0.5 cm around the maximum observed value. In the extra-tropics more significant
discrepancies occur. None of the convection schemes reproduces the observed low
values around 40◦ S, and the overestimation at these latitudes exceeds 30% for all
schemes. In the Northern Hemisphere a slightly enhanced IWVC is simulated by all
schemes around 40◦ N, which does not occur in the observations. Even though this5

feature also appears in the ZH and B2 simulations the absolute values are lower than
the observed south of 40◦ N.

In addition, all schemes overestimate the IWVC between 50◦ N and 65◦ N, with ZHW
being worst with an overestimation of about 30%.

Overall the zonal structure is captured quite accurately by all model simulations.10

IWVC annual average

The spatial patterns of the IWVC are depicted in Fig. 4. The observations (upper left
panel) show highest water vapour columns in the tropical ITCZ with maxima over the
warm pool and at the northern coast of South America. The meridional gradient is
steeper from the equator up to 40◦ than further poleward. The subsidence regions of15

the subtropics are characterised by relatively low water vapour. Even though substan-
tial evaporation takes place in these regions the water is transported towards the equa-
tor at low altitude in the Hadley circulation (e.g. Trenberth and Stepaniak, 2003), while
subsidence suppresses deep convection and substantial upward transport of moisture.

The T1 simulation shows lower values in most oceanic parts of the ITCZ and the20

Sahara, while almost everywhere in the mid-latitudes higher values than observed are
calculated. This indicates that the model does not accurately capture the meridional
gradients. The underestimated IWVC in the tropics is partly consistent with regions
of high precipitation (cf. Fig. 2), e.g., west of tropical South America precipitation is
overestimated, and the atmospheric water vapour content is underestimated. However,25

this does not hold in general, since over the Atlantic ITCZ both IWVC and precipitation
are underestimated. Over the warm pool the IWVC is overestimated, too, possibly
resulting from too high evaporation leading to overestimated atmospheric moisture and
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rainfall in this region.
The EC simulation shows many regions in which substantially higher IWVC values

are calculated, mainly in marine environments where convection is active (ITCZ, SPCZ,
Caribbean, Indian Ocean). Again, this is consistent since in these regions the precip-
itation is much lower with this convection parameterisation compared to the Tiedtke5

scheme. Since moisture is transported from the evaporation regions in the subtrop-
ics into the convergence zones and does not produce precipitation as efficiently in EC
compared to T1, the simulated IWVC is higher. Over the continents the differences are
relatively smaller, except for the rain forest regions of Africa and South America.

In the simulation with the ZH convection parameterisation significantly lower IWVC10

values are calculated in the tropics, with the exception of Central Africa. These are
mostly regions where the precipitation (Fig. 2) is captured accurately or slightly under-
estimated. In the mid-latitude storm tracks higher moisture is simulated than observed.

In the ZHW simulation with the enhanced evaporation the integrated water vapour
column reaches much higher values in the tropics, overestimating the observations sig-15

nificantly. The meridional gradient is comparable to the measurements. Consequently,
the absolute values are also too high in the mid-latitudes.

The B2 simulation (lower left panel in Fig. 4) shows an underestimation of column
water vapour in the tropics and an overestimation in the mid-latitudes. In the trop-
ics this is again consistent, since precipitation is strongly overestimated (cf. Fig. 2) in20

these regions. Even though in the mid-latitudes the IWVC is also overestimated, this
argument is not applicable there, since the precipitation is also too strong. Therefore,
this indicates that either the evaporation is too high in these regions or the poleward
transport of moisture from the subtropics into the storm tracks is too rapid in this setup.

IWVC statistical analysis25

A statistical summary of the comparison with observations is presented in Table 6.
The mean values and corresponding biases show that in some simulations the global
average IWVC is overestimated, notably in those using the Tiedtke, ECMWF and ZHW
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schemes, whereas the ZH and Bechtold simulations underestimate the vertical water
vapour column. However, only the EC simulations and ZHW have a bias larger than
10%. The lowest global average bias is found for the B1 simulation. Comparison
of the horizontal patterns, using the de-biased RMSE as indicators, shows that the T3
simulation best represents the observed patterns. Nevertheless, the results for all other5

tested setups are similar. All simulated patterns are highly correlated to the observed
distribution with correlation coefficients R2 ranging from 0.91 (ZH) to 0.95 (ZHW). This
is also confirmed by the slopes of the linear regression being close to one.

Water vapour in the UTLS

Convection is a key process that moistens the upper troposphere - lower stratosphere10

(UTLS) region. Depending on the convection scheme, the amount of total water is
reduced by precipitation partly balancing the moistening process. Differences in water
vapour in the upper troposphere can result from both different convective transport
strength and drying efficiency.

To identify these effects the specific humidity above 250 hPa is shown in Fig. 5. The15

results of the T1 simulation (used as a reference for this analysis and depicted in the
upper panel) show the typical distribution, with highest values in the tropics and a
strong gradient across the tropopause. Note that detailed features of the water vapour
distribution like the tape recorder and the quasi-biennial oscillation cannot be simu-
lated due to the relatively coarse vertical resolution in the UTLS in the chosen model20

configuration with 31 layers up to 10 hPa.
In the EC simulation substantially more (>75%) water vapour is transported into the

tropical upper troposphere. Since the convection scheme is the only difference with the
reference simulation, this must be a direct or indirect consequence of convection. Due
to higher moisture at the convective cloud tops, more water vapour enters the strato-25

sphere having an impact on radiative cooling and consequently the temperature and
the dynamics. At high latitudes the differences are of opposite sign, but are substan-
tially smaller.
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The ZH simulation similarly computes more water vapour in the upper troposphere,
but less than EC. Moreover, the higher values do not reach as high, leading only to
slightly more moisture in the stratosphere. Therefore, the influence of replacing the T
convection scheme by ZH is largely limited to the troposphere.

This is also valid for the ZHW simulation. In contrast to EC and ZH, ZHW humidity5

is somewhat higher compared to T1 also in the polar regions. Additionally, in the
stratosphere of the Northern Hemisphere lower specific humidity is computed.

The simulation B2 shows values comparable to T1 in the upper troposphere, but
substantially lower values between 140 and 100 hPa at low latitudes. In contrast to the
other convection schemes, less water is transported into the upper troposphere and10

reaches the stratosphere.

The effects of the different convection schemes are consistent with the results dis-
cussed above. The EC scheme produces less precipitation than the reference T1.
Consequently more moisture is transported into the UTLS region. The same is valid15

for ZH and ZHW. B2 produces even more precipitation than T1, and as a consequence
less water can be transported upward and enter the stratosphere. The water vapour
content of the UTLS has a strong impact on temperature, the tropopause structure and
stratosphere-troposphere exchange processes.

Summary20

Figure 6 summarises the comparisons with observations in a Taylor diagram (Taylor,
2001) for which all quantities have been normalised to the observed standard devi-
ation. The precipitation, denoted by the crosses, shows the highest correlation and
the normalised standard deviation (σ) closest to unity for the EC simulation. There-
fore, the spatial patterns of the average precipitation are overall captured best. The25

other simulations are slightly worse, e.g., B1 and B2 are less strongly correlated to the
observations, but σ is closer to 1 compared to the Tiedtke simulations. For the ZH
simulations the correlation is lower. The best representation of, both spatial distribution
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and absolute values is achieved with the ECMWF scheme. For the IWVC the results
are summarised by the triangles. The correlation is high for all simulations and the
amplitude of the spatial and temporal variation is also well reproduced (best for B1, but
only slightly worse for the other schemes).

Figure 6 shows that the patterns of the IWVC are captured much better than the5

precipitation patterns. Additionally, it indicates that the simulated IWVC is more robust
in view of replacing the convection scheme than the precipitation. Nevertheless, both
quantities are substantially influenced by the parameterisation. A scheme that per-
forms best with respect to both the precipitation and the IWVC cannot be identified,
especially if the bias is additionally taken into account. As seen in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, the10

overall spatial patterns are simulated relatively accurately by all model configurations
with each scheme having some weaknesses.

Furthermore, the effect of the different convection schemes on the UTLS region is
substantial.

4.2 Global meteorology15

The selected convection scheme has a direct impact on the simulated climate. As
shown above, the hydrological cycle is substantially modified by exchanging the con-
vection parameterisation. Due to the influence of clouds, water vapour, etc. on radi-
ation, changes in the energy budget are to be expected. Since the model system in
the T1 configuration is the default for ECHAM5 and has been “tuned” to reproduce20

present-day climate (Roeckner et al., 2006), the T1 simulation is taken as reference for
this section.

As shown in the section above, the water vapour distribution is substantially modified
by the exchange of the convection scheme. Via the feedback mechanisms in the cli-
mate model this has effects on large-scale cloud formation, the radiation fluxes, etc. in25

a way that this tuning is probably not valid in the altered model configurations.
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4.2.1 Energy budgets

The energy fluxes at the surface simulated by the individual model configurations are
compared in Table 7. None of the simulations show a trend in the global average energy
fluxes over the simulation period. Therefore, a stable model climate has been achieved
in all cases, which indicates the physical consistency of the ECHAM5 model, but it5

cannot be stated that is also the case for longer integration periods. For such studies
a “re-tuning” of the model setup might be required. The simulations can be classified
into two groups: The Tiedtke and the Zhang-McFarlane-Hack simulations are close
to each other with respect to the solar and infrared radiation at the surface. Since
the evaporation is smaller with the Zhang-McFarlane-Hack scheme, consequently the10

latent heat flux is reduced and the sensible heat flux is larger compared to the Tiedtke
simulations.

The other group consists of the ECMWF and the Bechtold simulations. Both com-
pute significantly lower solar radiation fluxes at the surface. The IWVC for the EC
simulation (compare Fig. 4) in the tropics is higher than observed and than in the ref-15

erence simulation (T1), resulting in a more effective short wave radiation absorption,
and stronger cloud formation leading to higher reflectance. Furthermore, as seen in
Fig. 5 with EC, there is much more water vapour in the upper troposphere contributing
to radiative cooling.

For the B2 simulation there is neither higher IWVC in the tropics nor higher water20

vapour in the UTLS. Nevertheless, the different trigger conditions and microphysical
scheme of this convection parameterisation can lead to stronger cloud formation, which
also reduces the net solar radiation flux at the surface. Even though the global surface
temperature does not deviate strongly from the reference simulation (see below), the
net infrared radiation flux in B2 is smaller by several W/m2 than in the reference.25

For all simulations the latent heat flux reflects the differences in evaporation.
Since the differences in the solar radiation at the surface are much larger than those

in the thermal radiation, the residual sensible heat flux is much reduced in the simu-
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lations of the second group. This likely influences the development of the convective
boundary layer.

An important parameter indicating climate change is the outgoing long-wave radia-
tion (OLR) at the top of the atmosphere. The average values for the individual sim-
ulations are presented in the last column of Table 7. Taking the value of the ’tuned’5

T1 model configuration as a reference (in Wild and Roeckner, 2006 exactly the same
value is given for the OLR), the other Tiedtke simulations already deviate by more than
–1.5 W/m2. The simulations with the EC scheme result in even lower values by almost
–3 W/m2. The ZH simulation yields lower deviations than the T3 simulations indicating
the smallest deviation from present-day conditions. The low value of the ZHW simula-10

tion shows a strong variation of the OLR, being significantly to low. The B1 simulation
results also in too low values, being lower than the EC configurations. On the other
hand, the B2 simulation shows even larger OLR average values. Compared with the
references by observed data, given in Wild and Roeckner (2006), this higher value is
also quite realistic.15

In summary, although there are some differences in the energy budgets all simula-
tions produce stable, slightly different states of the atmosphere. In comparison with the
evaluation of the radiation fluxes in the standard ECHAM5 model (Wild and Roeckner,
2006) with satellite data, the short-wave fluxes of the first group are more realistic for
present day conditions. However, the thermal radiation at the top of the atmosphere20

appears quite realistic in the B2 simulation, while the other simulations deviate partly
significantly from the reference simulation (–7.9 W to +1.5 W).

4.2.2 Effects on temperature

The effects on the temperature distribution are illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows the
correlation of the temperature between the individual simulations and the reference25

simulation T1. The correlation is very high and the linear regression is very close to
the one-to-one line for all simulations. However, the scatter indicates differences by
several degrees in the region of the highest temperatures (lower troposphere). In the
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upper troposphere the range is even broader, indicating variations of ±10 K. This can
partly be attributed to the modified water vapour content in the UTLS region, where the
temperature is highly sensitive to absorption and re-emission of radiation.

However, the symbols do not show any specific tendency to over- or underestimate
the temperature relative to the reference in neither the upper, the middle, nor in the5

lower atmosphere. This indicates that the temperature structure of the atmosphere is
not significantly altered by exchanging the convection parameterisation.

Finally, the global average temperatures are compared in Table 8.
The global average temperature of the atmosphere (up to 10 hPa) simulated with10

the individual convection schemes is within ±0.8 K of the reference simulation. The
highest value results from the EC, the lowest from the B2 simulation. The simulations
with the ZH scheme show only minor changes of the global average temperature of the
atmosphere.

The temperature in the lowest model layer shows on average lower values for the15

EC and Bechtold simulations, since the net solar radiation is reduced. However, the
relative temperature deviations from the reference are much smaller than the relative
differences in the incoming short wave radiation, which are consistently balanced by
other processes, e.g., through the boundary layer meteorology. The average surface
temperature for the ZH scheme is also slightly lower than in the reference simulation.20

In addition to the radiation effects the altered hydrological cycle has an impact on the
temperature in the lowest model level via changed precipitation and evaporation. Since
this induces feedback processes with soil temperature and moisture, and boundary
layer meteorology, a direct assessment of all the processes involved is difficult. Even
though the deviation from the reference is mainly small on the global average (<0.66 K),25

local differences can be much larger (up to ±5 K), as indicated by the range of the
distributions in Fig. 7. This is directly supported by the differences of the temperature
in the surface layer between the individual simulations and the reference (not shown).

These global average differences are of the same magnitude as temperature
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changes resulting from perturbed atmospheric conditions as applied in climate sce-
nario calculations and the observed temperature change within the 20th century. Even
though a direct comparison is not applicable, this indicates that the uncertainty result-
ing from different formulations of the process description of subgrid-scale convection is
still relatively large and is partly overcome by “model tuning”. However, no study of the5

behaviour of the individual model configurations under specified conditions have been
performed to directly address the influence in climate scenario simulations.

5 Conclusions

Considering that convection plays a key role in the redistribution of heat, momentum
and moisture in the atmosphere, it may be expected that the results of different con-10

vection schemes substantially impact the simulated weather, hydrological cycle and
climate of a GCM. Our inter-comparison of four different convection parameterisations
in ECHAM5, including several different versions and updates, nevertheless shows that
the results of all schemes are robust, i.e. the simulated meteorology is stable and re-
alistic over the 6-year period considered. Although all parameterisations involved are15

mass-flux schemes, based on the original assumptions of modifying the moist static
energy and humidity through interactions between convective cells and the large-scale
environment (Arakawa and Schubert, 1974), they differ in important aspects about the
triggering of convection, the closure assumption, and formulation of the cloud pro-
cesses (e.g., entrainment and precipitation formation).20

The differences are generally not very large, especially in the zonal mean, and
the computed water vapour columns are close to observations. Overall, the default
ECHAM5 convection scheme T1 by Tiedtke (1989), with modifications by Nordeng
(1994), simulates very realistic water vapour distributions, which is crucial for radiative
transfer processes and atmospheric chemistry.25

The alternative schemes give rise to somewhat larger discrepancies with observa-
tions, although the differences are mostly within about ±15%, probably close to or
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within the uncertainty range of the measurement climatology used. The differences
are largest and partly quite significant for the UTLS region, especially in low latitudes,
related to the depth of convection and the efficiency of precipitation formation.

The results of the inter-comparison for precipitation show larger differences and
discrepancies compared to observations. Both the absolute values and the spatial5

distribution of annual rainfall rates are best reproduced with the ECMWF convection
scheme. Except ZHW all schemes seem to overestimate precipitation in the ITCZ,
over the Pacific warm pool and near strongly pronounced surface topography, the lat-
ter being treated most realistically by the EC scheme. Discrepancies are particularly
significant for computed convection over the Tibetan Plateau and the Andes mountain10

range.
We have also considered some global characteristics of the atmospheric energy and

moisture budgets. Some schemes, notably EC and B, appear to produce too much
cloudiness, preventing solar radiation to reach the surface. As a consequence, the
outgoing IR radiation at the surface and the sensible heat flux seem too low. Never-15

theless, the effect on atmospheric temperature is generally small, on average ±0.8 K,
although locally differences of ±5 K can occur, especially near the surface and upper
troposphere.

Since all schemes have particular aspects for which they perform comparatively well
or less well, it cannot unequivocally be concluded which of the schemes is superior.20

Therefore, we have no incentive to replace the T1 parameterisation as the standard
convection scheme, although the triggering and depth of convection and the formation
of precipitation may be further optimised. However, for specific studies over shorter
time periods in which a better representation of the hydrological cycle might result
in substantial improvements for the local meteorology such an exchange is probably25

useful.
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Table 1. Differences between the convection schemes. w∗ represents a mixed-layer vertical
velocity scale, Tv the virtual temperature of the air parcel (superscript (p) and the environment
(superscript env), wu the updraft vertical velocity, hc the moist static energy and its saturated
state h∗

c, Θv the potential virtual temperature, Π the Exner-Function, w̄ the average vertical
velocity, ∆r the precipitation formation, rcu and r iu the updraft cloud water and ice, which are
multiplied with different constants.

Tiedtke ECMWF Zhang-McFarlane-
Hack

Bechtold

Closure
(deep)

CAPE / moisture
convergence

CAPE CAPE CAPE

Entrainment turbulent and
organised

turbulent turbulent turbulent

Closure
(shallow)

moisture
convergence

1.) moist static en-
ergy
2.) w∗ (Grant and
Brown, 1999)

moist static energy CAPE

Trigger con-
dition

T p
v +∆T>T

env
v

∆T=0.5 K
wu>0 with wu from
entrainment and
buoyancy (Jakob
and Siebesma,
2003)

Zhang-McFarlane:
T p
v +∆T>T

env
v

∆T=0.5 K
Hack:
hc−h

∗
c>0

Θp
v+

∆T
Π >Θenv

v

∆T=6 · |w̄ |1/3

Precipitation
formation

∆r=
rcu/(1+ct ·∆z)

proportional to
1/wu

Zhang-McFarlane:
∆r=c0 · r

c
u

Hack:
∆r=(1−β) · rcu

∆rr+∆rs=(rcu+r
i
u) ·

{1−exp(−cpr∆z/wu)}
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Table 2. List of performed simulations.

Short Name Simulation description

T1 Convection parameterisation of
Tiedtke (1989) – Nordeng (1994),
ECHAM5 standard

T2 Original convection parameterisation
of Tiedtke (1989)

T3 Convection parameterisation of
Tiedtke (1989) with the hybrid-closure

EC Convection parameterisation of the
ECMWF (Bechtold et al., 2004, and
references therein) with the shallow
convection closure of Grant and Brown
(1999)

EC2 Convection parameterisation of the
ECMWF (Bechtold et al., 2004, and
references therein) with the classical
shallow convection closure

ZH Convection parameterisation of Zhang
and McFarlane (1995)-Hack (1994)

ZHW Convection parameterisation of Zhang
and McFarlane (1995)-Hack (1994)
with an enhanced evaporation routine
(Wilcox, 2003)

B1 Convection parameterisation of Bech-
told et al. (2001) without explicit treat-
ment of cloud ice

B2 Convection parameterisation of Bech-
told et al. (2001) with explicit treatment
of cloud ice
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Table 3. Comparison of simulated and observed (GPCP dataset) precipitation rates and dis-
tributions. The global mean observed precipitation flux is 2.62 mm/day. For both model and
observations the mean values are area weighted. The root mean square error (RMSE) is cal-
culated after the bias has been subtracted. R2 is the correlation coefficient, the linear regression
between model and observations is listed in terms of slope and intercept.

– mean [mm/day] bias [mm/day] bias [%] RMSE [mm/day] R2 slope intercept

T1 3.00 0.38 14.5 1.52 0.70 1.13 –0.01
T2 2.91 0.29 11.0 1.43 0.69 1.07 0.05
T3 2.93 0.31 11.7 1.37 0.72 1.09 0.03
EC 2.87 0.25 9.5 1.11 0.72 0.90 0.40

EC2 2.86 0.24 9.0 1.12 0.70 0.88 0.45
ZH 2.82 0.20 7.6 1.52 0.57 0.87 0.42

ZHW 2.71 0.09 3.3 1.44 0.60 0.87 0.36
B1 3.14 0.52 19.8 1.32 0.68 0.98 0.43
B2 3.21 0.59 22.5 1.33 0.67 0.98 0.46
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Table 4. Average fraction of large-scale and convective precipitation for the different simula-
tions.

Simulation Convective Large-scale
Precipitation Precipitation
Fraction [%] Fraction [%]

T1 48.4 51.6
T2 58.0 42.0
T3 57.5 42.5
EC 63.6 36.4

EC2 65.4 34.6
ZH 83.2 16.8

ZHW 76.7 23.3
B1 59.6 40.4
B2 60.1 39.9
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Table 5. Mean evaporation and precipitation fluxes for the various simulations.

Simulation Evaporation Precipitation
mean mean

[mm/day] [mm/day]

T1 3.00 3.00
T2 2.90 2.91
T3 2.93 2.93
EC 2.94 2.87

EC2 2.91 2.86
ZH 2.83 2.82

ZHW 2.68 2.71
B1 2.95 3.14
B2 3.05 3.21
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Table 6. Comparison of the simulated and observed (GOME&SSM/I) IWVC values and distri-
butions. The mean observed vertically integrated water vapour column is 2.33 cm. For both
model and observations the mean values are area weighted. The root mean square error
(RMSE) is calculated after the bias has been subtracted. R2 is the correlation coefficient, the
linear regression between model and observations is listed in terms of slope and intercept.

– mean [cm] bias [cm] bias [%] RMSE [cm] R2 slope intercept

T1 2.51 0.17 7.4 0.30 0.94 1.01 0.13
T2 2.44 0.11 4.8 0.28 0.94 0.97 0.16
T3 2.48 0.15 6.3 0.27 0.94 0.99 0.14
EC 2.66 0.33 14.2 0.36 0.94 1.09 0.09

EC2 2.62 0.28 12.2 0.33 0.94 1.07 0.08
ZH 2.26 –0.07 –3.0 0.35 0.91 0.86 0.23

ZHW 2.67 0.34 14.4 0.31 0.95 1.09 0.10
B1 2.31 –0.02 –0.7 0.33 0.93 0.90 0.19
B2 2.25 –0.09 –3.7 0.35 0.92 0.87 0.19
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Table 7. Energy budget of the atmosphere at the surface. All fluxes are area weighted 6
year averages. The unit is W/m2. The net solar radiation and the net thermal radiation are
calculated by the radiation module, the latent heat flux is the evaporation multiplied with the
latent heat of vaporisation (L). The residual sensible heat flux is calculated assuming a closed
energy budget. Furthermore, the computed thermal radiation at the top of the atmosphere is
presented.

Simulation Net solar radiation Net thermal radiation Latent heat flux Sensible heat flux Thermal radiation
at the surface at the surface (L * evaporation) (residual) top of the atmosphere

T1 167.9 –55.96 –86.92 –25.02 –235.0
T2 171.3 –57.24 –84.10 –29.94 –233.2
T3 171.2 –57.07 –84.74 –29.41 –233.5
EC 150.8 –50.20 –85.13 –15.51 –232.3

EC2 149.7 –49.63 –84.25 –15.81 –232.0
ZH 178.1 –61.87 –81.88 –34.32 –233.7

ZHW 169.1 –57.97 –77.56 –33.61 –227.1
B1 152.5 –50.13 –85.46 –16.94 –231.5
B2 157.1 –51.62 –88.49 –16.99 –236.5
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Table 8. Statistics of the simulated temperature with T1 as a reference. Column 1 and 2 list
the horizontally area weighted and vertically unweighted 6 year 3-D averages; column 3 and 4
show the 2-D area weighted 6 years averages.

atmosphere (up to 10 hPa) surface layer
Simulation Mean Bias Mean Bias

Name [K] [K] [K] [K]

T1 245.8 – 287.3 –
T2 245.6 –0.14 287.2 –0.10
T3 245.9 0.11 287.3 –0.00
EC 246.6 0.79 287.0 –0.30

EC2 246.2 0.46 286.8 –0.49
ZH 246.0 0.27 287.0 –0.26

ZHW 246.1 0.30 287.1 –0.19
B1 245.3 –0.50 286.9 –0.40
B2 245.0 –0.78 286.6 –0.66
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Winter Spring

Summer Autumn

Fig. 1. Zonal average precipitation in mm/day for the four seasons (6 year average): for boreal
winter (DJF), spring (MAM), summer (JJA) and autumn (SON).
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GPCP T1

T2 T3

EC ZH

ZHW B2

Fig. 2. Observed and simulated horizontal distribution of precipitation in mm/day (6 year aver-
age). The upper left panel shows the GPCP (observational data), the other panels the differ-
ence between the individual simulations and the observations (model minus observations).
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Winter Summer

Fig. 3. Zonal average integrated water vapour column in cm for boreal winter (DJF) and summer
(JJA) (5 year average).
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GOME & SSM/I T1

EC ZH

ZHW B2

Fig. 4. Horizontal distribution of the annual average (5 years) IWVC in cm. The upper left
panel shows the observed values, while the others depict the differences between the individual
simulations and the observations (model minus observations) in cm. White areas are regions
for which no observations are available. 9254
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T1

EC ZH

ZHW B2

Fig. 5. Zonal average specific humidity (6 year average) above 250 hPa. The upper panel
shows the zonal distribution from the T1 reference simulation in gwater/kgair. The other panels
depict the relative differences in % to this reference.
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Fig. 6. Taylor diagram for the global precipitation (crosses) and water vapour column (triangles).
The standard deviation of the model calculations is normalised with the observed standard
deviation. The various simulations are indicated by different colours.
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T1 ./ EC T1 ./ ZH

T1 ./ ZHW T1 ./ B2

Fig. 7. Temperature correlation between the reference simulation (T1) on the horizontal axis
and the individual simulations (EC, ZH, ZHW and B2) on the vertical axis, colour coded with
pressure altitude. The monthly average temperatures of the evaluated time series have been
transformed onto a 10◦×10◦ grid. The black line depicts the one-to-one line.
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